WAYS YOU CAN HELP ISRAEL

MAGEN DAVID ADOM | AFMDA.ORG
Israel’s medical emergency and blood bank service has launched an urgent appeal. MDA issued the plea after thousands of Israelis turned out to give blood this weekend resulting in what they described as a “tremendous overload”.

ZAKA | GIVE.ZAKAWORLD.ORG/
Zaka is on the front lines helping save lives after bombings and natural disasters, but also ensures that those who have died or have been killed are buried properly and respectfully.

YAD ELIEZER | BEZRI.ORG
Israel is caught in an unimaginable war. In the last few days alone the country has suffered unending rocket bombardments and horrific terrorist attacks & abductions. Please help us bring urgent relief to Israeli families. Join us as we Stand With Israel.

UNITED HATZALAH | ISRAELRESCUE.ORG
An emergency appeal to raise funds for supplies. The goal of the campaign is to raise $20 million to equip an additional 1,000 United Hatzalah volunteers with protective vests and helmets, oxygen tanks, defibrillators, trauma bandages, and tourniquets.

AISH | DONATE.AISH.COM
Aish educators and activists are launching new initiatives for Israel to ensure that influencers speaking ill about Israel, spreading messages of hate and false news, are reported and stopped immediately.
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OREV NAHAL FRIENDS FOUNDATION | FRIENDS-OREV-NAHAL.ORG
Support Israeli soldiers on the front lines and citizens in need of essential equipment, crucial products, groceries, and more.

AID4ISRAEL | JUSTONECHESED.ORG
Due to the unprecedented, violent attacks by Hamas, thousands of Israeli soldiers and reserves are being called up, with thousands more injured and displaced. Just One Chesed is collecting funds and distributing much-needed supplies to our brave soldiers.

JEWSHE OF NORTH AMERICA
Jewish Federations are responding, working with our core partners to support victims of terror, help rebuild damaged infrastructure, and address the unprecedented levels of trauma caused by this horrific attack.

SOROKA MEDICAL CENTER | SOROKA.ORG
Throughout this unprecedented time, life and death situations relentlessly present themselves. Soroka’s Francis and Nathan Kirsh Emergency Department and Trauma Center is the command center for the hospital’s emergency response.

FRIENDS OF THE IDF | FIDF.ORG
Israelis are enduring the worst massacre they have ever seen in its history. Tens of thousands of IDF soldier and reservists are on the front lines, facing unprecedented terror. As their only designated partner in the U.S., the IDF requests our urgent support!
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**HADASSAH | HADASSAH.GOSPRINGBOARD.COM**
Exactly 50 years after the start of the Yom Kippur War, Hamas launched an unprecedented assault on Israel, with hundreds dead and thousands more injured, many of whom are currently being treated at Hadassah Medical Organization.

**KIBBUTZ NIR OZ | MY.ISRAELGIVES.ORG**
Kibbutz Nir Oz in Southern Israel underwent a horrific massacre in the early morning hours of October 7th, 2023. Now, they need your help.

**ISRAID | SECURE.GIVE LIVELY.ORG**
As an Israel-based humanitarian aid organization, we will do everything we can to meet the immediate and long-term humanitarian needs of communities affected by this ongoing emergency.

**JEWISH AGENCY FOR ISRAEL | JAFINA.ORG**
Israel is under attack and needs your immediate support. Help us bolster The Jewish Agency’s Fund for the Victims of Terror, providing for everyone impacted by these heinous assaults.

**STAND WITH US | STANDWITHUS.COM**
Donations made on this page will help us send meals and badly-needed supplies to Israeli army bases. We need to let them know we care and appreciate them. Thank you for your partnership during this tragic crisis.
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**JUSTIFI | JUSTIFI.ORG**
We’re proud to partner with @therealhadassa, a dedicated ally with deep ties to specialist army units. Her unique connection ensures we’re always in the know, directly hearing from our soldiers about their immediate needs.

**DUVDEVAN UNIT | JGIVE.COM**
Many soldiers and reservists left home urgently with no personal supplies at all and are expected to be out in the field for an extended period of time. We are raising funds dedicating to purchasing essential tactical gear and basic goods the soldiers needs urgently.

**LONE SOLDIER CENTER | MY.ISRAELGIVES.ORG**
Our lone soldiers have had to return to their bases due to the escalating situation. We need your support to send them love and assistance during this critical time. All donations will go directly to supporting our troops in the field for all their needs, large and small.

**LALET | LATET.ORG.IL**
Aiding the people of Israel and security forces on the front line with emergency aid kits containing food and hygiene products. Join our national mission.

**BROTHERSANDSISTERSINARMS.ORG**
All donations will go towards distributing supplies to civilians and security personnel in the conflict zones. Our volunteers have created Israel’s largest depot of donated goods, and are making countless trips, and in many cases extracting civilians.